Abstract. We consider the self-calibration problem in the special context of a stereo head, where the two cameras are arranged on a lateral rig with coplanar optical axes, each camera being free to vary its angle of vergence. Under various constraints, we derive explicit forms for the epipolar equation, and show that a static stereo head constitutes a degenerate camera con guration for carrying out self-calibration in the sense of Hartley 4]. The situation is retrieved by consideration of a special kind of motion of the stereo head in which the baseline remains con ned to a plane. New closed-form solutions for self-calibration are thereby obtained, inspired by an earlier discrete motion analysis of Zhang et al. 11]. Key factors in our approach are the development of explicit, analytical forms of the fundamental matrix, and the use of the vergence angles in the parameterisation of the problem.
Introduction
The simultaneous recovery of intrinsic and extrinsic parameter values from both static and dynamic imagery has in recent times attracted considerable attention (see 2 13] ). In this paper, we consider this self-calibration problem in the special context of a stereo head, perhaps the most commonly adopted binocular camera con guration in robotics. First, however, we recall the epipolar geometry which underpins the analysis.
We adopt a notation similar, but not identical, to that of Faugeras et al. 3] see 
where F is the fundamental matrix 3, 6], de ned as F = A T T R A 0 : (2) Here, R embodies the pure rotation that renders the left image parallel with the right image, T is a skew-symmetric matrix formed from the baseline vector connecting the left and right optical centres, and A and A 0 are the intrinsic parameter matrices of the left and right cameras. (Note again the use in equations (1) and (2) of non-standard, but convenient, de nitions of the various matrices. See the Appendix.) As is well known, no more than 7 imaging parameters may be recovered from the epipolar equation, due to the special properties of the fundamental matrix 3]. In particular, Hartley 4] and Pan et al. 8] have s h o wn that, under favourable conditions, two focal lengths and 5 relative orientation parameters may be recovered by a process of self-calibration.
In the next section, we consider the special situation in which t wo cameras form a stereo head assembly. We show that, in the absence of motion, this commonly adopted con guration is degenerate in that self-calibration may no longer be carried out in the sense of Hartley 4] . Direct methods of self-calibration are then explored in the context of a moving stereo head. Note that an extended version of this work appears in 1].
Stereo head assembly
Consider the special case of a stereo head in which a pair of cameras is mounted on a lateral rig. The cameras are free to vary their angles of vergence. The yaxes of the two images are parallel, and are orthogonal to the baseline vector, as depicted in Figure 1 Here, is the angular rotation about the y-axis that renders the left image parallel with the right image T is formed out of the baseline vector t = ( t x 0 t z ) T and, for each camera, the focal length and the principal point are the only unknown intrinsic parameters, denoted by f and (u 0 v 0 ), with the image coordinate system axes assumed to be orthogonal and similarly scaled.
In view of (2), the fundamental matrix is now g i v en by where = t z cos ; t x sin , a n d = ;t x cos ; t z sin . As is well known, absolute dimensions of depth cannot be determined solely from knowledge of corresponding points and the associated fundamental matrix. Accordingly, without loss of generality, w e set the baseline length to unity, a n d note that the direction of the baseline vector is now e ectively described by In the event that su ciently-many corresponding points can be located in the two images, it may be possible to obtain a numerical estimate, F est , of the matrix F. L e t 1 A : (6) Noting that F est may only be determined up to a scale factor, we m a y form the equation F = F est :
(7) Here, the unknown aligns the scales of the two matrices. We can now obtain 7 equations by linking respective elements of the matrices. However, these equations are not all independent, since F 33 = F 23 F 31 =F 21 + F 32 F 13 =F 12 . T h us we m a y obtain up to 6 independent equations, one of which will be utilised in eliminating . We therefore observe that, of the 8 unknowns encoded within F, at most 5 may be determined provided the remaining 3 are known. Further constraints are therefore needed if we are to solve for the various parameters.
3 Self-calibration of a static stereo head
We n o w consider how (7) 
This case is relevant either to a pair of static stereo cameras having independent, unknown focal lengths, or to a single mobile camera in which the focal length may b e v aried. We n o w h a ve 5 u n k n o wn parameters, including , but are able to generate only 4 independent equations. Thus, whereas in general we may obtain via self-calibration 2 focal lengths and 5 relative orientation parameters, we are unable to x any of the unknown parameters in this special situation. The camera con guration is therefore degenerate for Hartley self-calibration.
Case 2: u 0 v 0 u 0
Here we assume that the left and right focal lengths are equal, and seek only the 3 unknown parameters f 1 2 . Equation (7) (11) Noting that F 12 = F 21 , we see that none of the unknown parameters may be determined without more information being provided. Remarkably, if the focal lengths are known to be equal, it remains impossible to recover any of the parameters. Note, however, that the ratio of the focal lengths may be determined. A : (12) Note that F 31 = F 21 F 13 =F 12 and F 33 = (F 23 + F 32 )F 13 =F 12 , and so only 5 independent equations may be generated. Given the need to eliminate , at most 4 of the 5 parameters may be determined, provided the remaining parameter is known.
Further discussion of self-calibration and the e ect of either the tilting or rotation about the optical axis of one camera is to be found in 1]. 4 Self-calibration of a horizontally moving stereo head Having seen that a static stereo head, with coplanar optical axes, is a degenerate con guration for self-calibration, we n o w assess the consequences of moving the head. Speci cally, w e permit:
{ motion of the head such t h a t the optical axes of the cameras are con ned to a plane. This therefore captures the situation in which an upright robot head may translate or rotate in the horizontal plane.
{ independent v ergence angles of the head that may v ary with the motion. { each camera to have a n u n k n o wn but xed focal length.
The following analysis adopts a technique of Zhang et al. 12] i n w h i c h v arious fundamental matrices are utilised.
Formulating the fundamental matrices
Let the rig move from an initial position to a nal position. Let the left-right pair of images in the initial position be termed I 1 and I 2 , and let the left-right images in the nal position be termed I 3 and I 4 (see Figure 3) . The left camera is thus responsible for the successive images I 1 and I 3 . Assume that the determining of corresponding points has led to estimates for the fundamental matrices linking the following image pairs: (I 1 I 2 ), (I 3 I 4 ), (I 1 I 3 ), (I 2 I 4 ). Let the associated analytical fundamental matrices be termed F 12 , F 34 , F 13 , F 24 . We shall not here make use of F 14 and F 23 . As before, we aim to solve f o r the parameters embedded within these matrices by exploiting the fact that the analytical and the estimated forms of the fundamental matrix are directly proportional. Note that, in this regard, the approach pursued in Zhang et al. 12] is quite di erent in that a least-squares approach is used to solve a more general problem in which motion is not con ned to the plane (although, unlike here, the relative orientation of the head is assumed xed).
Recalling (8) 
Assuming that the focal lengths of the respective cameras remain xed, and that the vergence angles are free to shift, we o b t a i n t h e f o l l o wing fundamental matrix,
R ,t 34 34

R ,t 24 24
R ,t 13 13 R ,t 
Similarly, the fundamental matrix relating the image pair (I 1 I 3 ) i s g i v en by 
Here we note that the focal lengths of the respective cameras remain unchanged in the movement of the rig from its initial to nal position. We observe that, under the above parameterisation, image I 1 undergoes a rotation of ( 13 
Solving the fundamental matrix equations
It is now necessary to further enhance our notation so as to be able to deal simultaneously with various fundamental matrices. Let the numerical estimate, F ij est , of fundamental matrix F ij be represented as We therefore have closed-form solutions for the 2 focal lengths, and the rotations between images. Implicit in the above are the directions of the various translations between perspective c e n tres. Note that we h a ve so far not made any assumption about the rigidity or otherwise of the rig.
Solving the baseline constraint equation
We h a ve y et to completely determine the relative o r i e n tation of all image pairs as we h a ve still to compute the relative magnitudes of the baselines. (As noted earlier, it is not possible to compute absolute scale of the baselines only from corresponding points.) These relative magnitudes will complete the description of the motion of the head.
Let the magnitude of the head's baseline vector in the initial position be unity. 5 Adding camera tilt to the moving stereo head
Our analysis here is a generalisation of that considered in the previous section in that the head may n o w tilt up or down, by a rotation about the baseline. We note that the baseline remains con ned to a plane, and that the optical axes of the two cameras are at all times coplanar, but are not con ned to the same plane in consecutive head positions. Critically, in the analysis presented here, either the initial or nal position of the head should have zero tilt. We n o w consider how a rotation of about the baseline maps the left image to a new position. A rotation of about the baseline is equivalent, in the left image's coordinate system, to three composite rotations: a rotation of 34 1 about the y-axis, followed by a rotation of about the x-axis, and then a rotation of We therefore have closed-form solutions for the 5 unknowns f, , 34 1 , 13 1 , 13 2 .
Consideration of the fundamental matrix F 24 yields symmetric formulae for the right c a m e r a v ergence angles. The analysis is completed when we note that the previous formulae for baseline lengths are precisely applicable here, since the moving baseline has remained con ned to a plane.
Experimental Results
We n o w describe synthetic tests carried out on the method of self-calibration. A cloud of 35 points was randomly generated within a cubic volume of side 2400mm lying approximately 600mm in front of the stereo head. These points were then projected onto each of the 4 image planes arising in the two positions of the stereo head. The location of each image point w as then perturbed in a random direction by a distance governed by a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation, , expressed in pixel units. Such a distribution results in an expected value for the perturbation distance of approximately 0.8 . As a matter of interest, in the many tests carried out here, the highest perturbation distance was found to be 3. For each v alue of , self-calibration was run 20 times (each t i m e o p e r a t i n g o n a di erent set of images) and the root-mean-square (rms) error of each parameter was computed. Figure 4 gives a brief summary of how self-calibration is a ected by increasing noise, in the case considered. Errors (rms) in lengths and tilt rotation are given as percentages of the true values, while errors (rms) in the vergence angles are expressed in degrees. We can see from the gures that errors in the estimates of the various parameters vary approximately linearly with the extent of the introduced noise, over the range considered. The lengths of the translation vectors L 13 and L 24 are the parameters most a ected by noise, with relative errors of up to 14% occurring with noise = 1:2. At this high noise level, the rms error of the right camera's focal length is 5.2%, the error in the This article was processed using the L A T E X macro package with ECCV'96 style
